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ABSTRACT.  The notion of q-Runge pair is extended to reduced com-

plex analytic spaces.  A necessary and sufficient condition for a pair of «-di-

mensional analytic spaces to be an n-Runge pair is proved and it is shown that

this result extends a Behnke-Stein theorem when n = 1.  A topological property

of (j-Runge pairs of spaces is also proved.

Introduction. We extend the notion of q-Runge pair introduced for the

first time in [12] for complex analytic manifolds to reduced complex analytic

spaces. We prove in § 1 that our definition is actually an extension both of

the one given in [12] for manifolds and of the classical one of Runge pair of

Stein spaces.

We prove in §2 a result which extends to spaces the classical Behnke-Stein

"Rungescherapproximationssatz" for Riemann surfaces, by means of duality

theorems.

A topological property of g-Runge pairs of analytic spaces is proved in

§3; this last result is not complete, since we do not get information about

torsion of homology groups with values in the constant sheaf C. We finally

apply the notion of g-Runge pair to the problem of computing the degree of

cohomological completeness of the limit of an increasing sequence of analytic

spaces with given degree of cohomological completeness, as we have done in [9]

for manifolds.

0. Notations and main definition.

(0.1) In the following, we shall always denote by X a noncompact, re-

duced, countable-at-infinity, complex analytic space with dimc.¥' = n; Y in the

following will always be an open analytic subspace of X.

(0.2) If X is a "modèle" in some open subset U of C defined by the

ideal sheaf I, we can define the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms on X by

Sl^Siydl A SlPj-1 + ISlPj.

-
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If there is no ambiguity £2^ = £2P.  For arbitrary X, £LX is defined by gluing.

It is well known that £2^- is a coherent sheaf (we denote this property by £2P

G CohÇT)).

If X is a manifold, let  {T(X, £2P'-); d"pr} be the complex induced for

cross-sections form Dolbeault's resolution of £2P.

(0.3) By H¿(X, F), (Ë\X, F), Ü¿(X, F)), we denote the cohomology

groups, with values in the sheaf F G Coh(A0, with compact support (resp. the

Hausdorff cohomology groups, the Hausdorff cohomology groups with compact

support). By Extc'(Z; F, Kx), Exf(X;¥,Kx), Ext^X; F, Kx), with  F G

Coh(Z) and Kx the dualizing complex introduced in [6], we denote, as above,

compactly supported, Hausdorff, and Hausdorff compactly supported Extc'

groups, respectively.

(0.4) The connections between these groups are stated in the following

duality result (premier théorème de dualité absolue, Ramis-Ruget [6] ):   For

every  F G CohOY) and for every q G N, a unique structure of the quotient of

the Frechet-Schwartz space on ^(X, F) and a unique structure of the quotient

of the dual of the Frechet-Schwartz space on Ext~?(Z; F, Kx) exist such that

a natural linear form on TC(X, Kx) induces a pairing between ííq(X, F) and

Ext~q(X; F, Kx). Furthermore ^(X, F) is a Hausdorff space if and only if

Extxc~q(X; F, Kx) is a Hausdorff space.

(0.5) We shall need also the following criterion (Ramis-Ruget-Verdier [7] ).

Let  F G CohíX).  Exí'fX; F, Kx) is a Hausdorff space if and only if, for every

K G X, K compact, there exists a compact subset K' containing K such that

every element in Ext^O^; F, Kx), whose image in Ext'fX; F, Kx) is zero,

already has image zero in Ext'K(X; F, Kx).

Finally let us denote by Ext'(X; F, Kx),  F G Coh(X), the sheaf whose

fiber at the point x G X is Extx(X; F, Kx).

(0.6) We shall say that X is a cohomologically ̂ -complete (^-convex)

space if T/ÍX, F) = 0 (dim tf(X, F) < + °°) for every F G Coh(Z) and for

every r, r> q. Then X a Stein space is equivalent to X cohomologically

1-complete. We have the following deep properties:

(a) (Siu [HJK1) If X has no (only a finite number of) compact irre-

ducible component then H"(X, F) = 0 (dim H"(X, ?)< + <*>) for every

F G CohOY).

(b) (Reiffen [8]). Every analytic space is cohomologically (« + Incom-

plete. Combining (a) and (b), we get the following statement:

Theorem 0.  If X has no (only a finite number of) compact irreducible

component, then X is cohomologically n-complete (n-convex).

(1)   In Siu's proof X is not necessarily reduced.
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(0.7) Now let us introduce the main definition, whose discussion is the ob-

ject of the present paper:  Let q, q > 1, a fixed integer; we say that iX, Y)

is a q-Runge pair of complex analytic spaces if the restriction homomorphism

p*: Ht-l(X, Slp)-*Hq~1(Y, Slf)

has dense image for every p = 0, 1, • • •, n.

I. On the main definition.

(1.1) If X is a manifold, the following proposition shows that the main

definition agrees with the definition of a <?-Runge pair of complex analytic man-

ifolds first given in [12].

Proposition.  77ie following statements are equivalent:

(i)  The restriction homomorphism r*,: T(X, kerd" „_,) —*T\Y, ker d"    x)

has dense image for every p = 0, 1, • • •, n (i.e. (X, Y) is a q-Runge pair of

manifolds according to [12]).

(ii) 77ie restriction homomorphism p\ : Hq~1(X, S2P) —>Hq~l(Y, Slp)

has dense image for every p = 0, 1, • • •, n (i.e.  (X, Y) is a q-Runge pair of

spaces according to the main definition).

(iii) TTie restriction homomorphism p*: àq~1(X, Slp) -^■Ñq~l(Y, Slp)

has dense image for every p = 0, 1, • ■ •, n.

Proof. If q = 1, r(X[Y], ker d"Pi0) = H°(X[Y], £2") = Ñ°(X[Y], Slp),

and there is nothing to prove. Suppose then q > 1 and let us consider the fol-

lowing diagrams:

°x
r(X, terdlq_x)->H*-l(X, Slp)

r(Y, kerd^.j)-^- H*-\Y, Slp)

ho-^x, sip) —-—> ñq-\x, Slp)

4 Py

HO-^Y, Slp) —S—* Kfl~\Y, Slp)

If (i) holds, ax, aY surjective implies that Py has dense image, i.e.(ii) holds.

If (ii) holds, the separation homomorphism being surjective, we have that p*

has dense image, i.e. (iii) holds.

It remains to prove that (iii) implies (i); this follows from:

"i vi

(1.2) Lemma   Let E¡-► Ft-► G¡, i = 1,2, be two sequences of
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Fréchet spaces and linear continuous maps with v¡ o ui = 0, í = 1, 2, i« the

following situation :

'I 'i 'I

where r, s, t are restriction homomorphisms with dense image commuting with

u¡ and v¡, i =1,2. Then if the induced restriction homomorphism p:

(ker Uj/Im ux) —► (ker u2/Im u2) has dense image, r(ker vx) is dense in ker v2.

Proof. Let us call n¡, i = 1, 2, the natural maps n¡: ker vx —*ker vjlmu¡.

As   p   has dense image, for every   f(2) G ker v2,   there exists a sequence

{fn(1)}neN> fnl) e ker vx  for every « G N, such that ir2(r(f^) -/(2)) -*■ 0.

The homomorphisms n¡, i= 1,2, are surjective, hence topological, then there

exists a sequence  {f„(2^}„eN, /„(2) G ker v2 for every «, such that /„(2) —* 0

and vr2(K/„(1))-/(2)) = 7r2(/„(2)) for every « G N, i.e. »aGOj^-/»-/<*>)

= 0, therefore (r(f(nl)) - f<2> - f<2~>) G lmu2 for every n G N.

Then there exists a sequence  {e„2)}neii, en2^GE2, V«, suchthat

(u2(e™) - (r(/„(1)) -/(2) - Z„(2))) -* 0, and, by the density of Im(s), a

sequence  tf^neN'^1'6^!  for every «, suchthat

(«2(^1)))-«1))-/(2)-/„(2)))-^o.

But u2(s(e(nl))) = r(ux(e(nx))) and we have

lim (r(f^) -/<2> - fW - K«^0))) = 0 i.e.

nvn lv n   "    Jn        J       '

but Üm„/„(2> = 0, then lim rtf™ - ux(e^)) =/<2>.   Q.E.D.

Making use of Dolbeault's resolution of £2P, the hypotheses of the lemma

are fullfilled and so we get the proposition.

(1.4) The main definition also agrees with the usual definition of a Runge

pair of Stein spaces (i.e. the restriction homomorphism r: T(X, 0) —► T(Y, 0)

has dense image, f.i. see [2] ). Indeed we have

Proposition.   (X, Y) isa 1-Runge pair ofcohomologically l-complete

spaces if and only if (X, Y) is a Runge pair of Stein spaces.

If (X, Y) is a 1-Runge pair of cohomologically l-complete spaces, trivially

(X, Y) is a Runge pair of Stein spaces.

Conversely, let us consider the following diagram:
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r(x, 0) -J—* r(Y, 0)

p

rp^O)-1-* r(PY,0)

where the arrows are restriction homomorphisms and Px C X, PyC Y, are

analytical polyhedra, with Px D PY.

As r, p, a have dense image, by easy computation r   has dense image.

Let F G Coh(X); we have (on Px and PY) the sheaf epimorphisms:

cfx^r^o,   ody—F—o.

Since Px C\PY= PY, we can take d = dx = dY. By Theorem B the horizontal

arrows of the following diagram are surjective:

r(px,0)d->r(px, F)

"1 V
T(PY,0)d->TVY, F)

r' having dense image, then s' has dense image; but p: T(X, F) —► H-Py O

has dense image (cover X by an increasing sequence of analytical polyedra with

same center then Px), then s = s' ° p': FÇX, F) —► r(PY, F) has dense image.

Since for every compact subset K, K C Y, there exists an analytic poly-

hedron PY such that A'CPyCCi'; we can conclude that the restriction

r(X, F) —* T(Y, F) has dense image. Taking  F = Slp for every p = 0, 1,

• • • ,n we get the proposition.

2.  Behnke-Stein "Rungescherapproximationssatz" for spaces.  Suppose

that X has no compact irreducible component, then the main result of this section

is the following:

Theorem (2.1).   If X - Y has no compact irreducible component, then

iX, Y) is an n-Runge pair.

Proof.  (I) The following statements are equivalent:

(a) iX, Y) is a q-Runge pair of analytic spaces.

(b) 77ie restriction homomorphism pq: HP'^iX, Slp) —*Hq~liY, Slp)

has dense image for every p = 0, 1, • • •, n.

Use as proof the one of §§(1.1), (1.2), replacing Dolbeault's resolution by

some acyclic Fre'chet resolution of Slp and taking into account Leray's theorem

for Hausdorff cohomology (see [3] ).

(II) pn has dense image if and only if Extj"(X - Y; Slp, Kx) = 0.  p„

has dense image if and only if (by théorème de dualité (0.4))
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ß'n: Extlc-"(Y; £2P, Kx) —♦ & ̂ -"(JT; £2P, Kx)

is injective.

But, by Theorem 0 and théorème de dualité, Extx~"(X; £2P, Kx) =

Extl~n(X;£lP, Kx) and pj,=p^, and the same holds for  Y, since  7 also

has no «-dimensional compact branch.

Now let us consider the Extc' exact sequence:

• • •    —* Ext;n(Y; £2p, Kx) —► Ext;"(X; £2P, Kx) —*

—+ Extj"(Z - Y; £2p, £¿) —■* Ext1c'n(Y; £2P, 7^) —*■

—*Ext¿-,,(jr;S2PI^)—♦•••

from which we get that p'n is injective if and only if Ext~"(Z - Y; £2P, Kx)

= 0, since by Theorem 0 and dualizing we have that

Extc-"(Z; £2p, Kx) = Ext;"(Y; HP, Kx) = 0.

(Ill)  If X - Y has no compact irreducible component, then

Extj"(X - Y; £2P, Kx) = 0.  The spectral sequence of the composed functor

Tc . Horn gives

(*) Ext;"0r - Y; £2p, Kx) = Yc(X - Y, ExT"(X; £2P, Kx)).

From [7, Lemma 1, Appendix] we know that the sheaf Ex£~"(X; F, Kx),

F G Cdh(X), is torsion free.

Now the support of a section of a torsion-free sheaf is the closure of the

union of some irreducible component of X - Y, then the support cannot be

compact, hence TC(X - Y, Ex£~n(X; £2P, Kx)) = 0, and the proof of Theo-

rem (2.1) is complete.

(2.2) The converse of part (III) and then of Theorem (2.1) can be

proved f.i. under the additional hypothesis T(X, ExJT"(X; £2P, Kx)) ¥= 0.

Indeed suppose that X - Y has a compact irreducible component, say Xx. We

have X - Y = Xx U X2 and Xx n X2 = 0. Then take the zero section of

ExXTn(X; £2P, Kx) on X2 and the restriction to Xx  of some nonzero element

in T(X, Exf"(X; £2P, Kx)); this is absurd, since from (*), we know that

rc(X - Y; ExXT"(X; £2P, Kx)) = 0.
(2.3) Remark. If one does not like the assumption "X has no compact

irreducible component," he can replace it by H"(X, Slp)=H"(Y, £2P) = 0, for

p = 0, 1, • • •, «.
(2.4) For X a manifold, Theorems (2.1) and (2.2) are proved in [10].

The topological condition in this case can be given in the following form: X - Y

has no compact connected components.

Indeed let us denote by Reg(M) the set of regular points of a space M.

If C is connected component of Reg(M), an irreducible branch of M is the
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closure C of C.  If M is a manifold, Reg(Af) = M; therefore if X - Y has

no compact irreducible branch and since Reg(X - Y) = X - Y, X - Y has no

compact connected components. This condition is sometimes replaced in the

literature by the equivalent condition: X - Y has no nonempty, relatively open,

compact subsets.  For n = 1, in view of (1.4), we get the classical Behnke-Stein

"Rungescherapproximationssatz" for Riemann surfaces.

(2.5)  For q =£ n, Theorem (2.1) is not true. We have some well-known

counterexamples; take for instance O.  Forster's one (Eine Bemerkung über

Rungesche Paare, Ark. Mat. 14 (1963), 334-336): set X = C2,  Y = { (zx, z2) G C2  s.t.

1 -e< |zx|< 1 +e, |z2|<e} with 0<e<5.10"3.

We have Hr(X, Slp) = Hr(Y, Slp) = 0 for p = 0, 1, 2 and r = 1,2; X - Y

is an unbounded connected subset of C2, hence (X, Y) isa 2-Runge pair, but

(X, Y) is not a 1-Runge pair.

3. A topological property of <7-Runge pairs of analytic spaces.

(3.1) The following statement generalizes a result obtained in [12] for

manifolds:

Theorem. // (X, Y) is a q-Runge pair of cohomologically q-complete spaces,

then H¡(X mod Y, C) = 0 for i>n+q.

Proof. We need the following results:

(a) (Ferrari [4]). If A* is a cohomologically ^-complete space, then

Hi(X,C) = 0 fori>n + q.

(j3) (Le Potier [5] ). There exists a canonical morphism ô

i3: m-^X, SI") -+ Hn+q~l(X, C)

such that if X is cohomologically «jr-complete, ù is surjective.

From the exact homology sequence we get

H.(Y, C) -+ H£X, C) -» HpCmoà Y, C) — H(_X(Y, C).

For i > n + q, by (a), we have Ht(X mod Y, C) = 0.

Now suppose i = n + q.  We have Hn+q(X mod Y, C) = 0 if and only if

p*: Hn+q_x(Y, C)—+ Hn+q_x(X, C) is injective.  But p* is injective if and

only if p£: Hn+q-1(X, C) -*Hn+q~l(Y, C) has dense image.

Let us consider the following diagram:

^-'(X Sln)—V-+H"+q-l(X, C)

r* oxry pY

tft-^Y, Sln)—$-+Hn+q-1(Y, C)

r\ has dense image by assumption and à being surjective for iff), we have

pY has dense image and the theorem is proved.
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4. An application.  In this section we are going to extend to a class of an-

alytic spaces two results proved in [9] for manifolds.

Theorem (4.1).   Let X be an analytic space of complex dimension n, X =

¿eN Xfi %t °Pen in X for every i = 0, 1, • • •, q > 1 a fixed integer, such

that

(i) X¡ C C Xi+ , for every i E N,

(ii) (Xi+X, Xj) is a q-Runge pair for every i EN.

Then if ^(X^ Slp) = 0 for every i G N, p > 0, we have also Hq(X, Slp) = 0.

We know that

(*) (Cassa [3]). ^(X.V) is always trivial for every  î=ECoh(X).  There-

fore Theorem (4.1) will be proved iff we prove that ^(X, Slp) is a Hausdorff

space.

Now, if (Xi+X, X¡) is a q-Runge pair for every i, by [1, Lemma for

Proposition 20]   (X, X¡) is a ¿/-Runge pair for every i G N.  By (2.1), part (I),

we also know that p has dense image and, dualizing, p has dense image if and

only if

p':  Extl-q(X-Slp,Kx)^ Extl~q(X;Slp,Kx)

is injective for every i G N.  But Ext¡-q(X¡; Slp, Kx) = Ext*-«^; S2P, Kx)

by duality; then from the following diagram:

Ext* -q(X- Slp, Kx)~        -+ Ext* -q(X; Slp, Kx)

y    ^Extl~q(X;Slp,Kx)

we get p   injective for every i G N.

Let K, K C X, a compact subset; there exists TEN, s.t. K E X- C X-

C X.  Let us consider the following diagram and apply criterion (0.5):

Ext¿-«(A; Í2p, Kx) ■

1
o-►  Ext! "«car,.; sip, kx) —e—* Ext» ~q(x-, sip, kx)

,    l'
ExtL-q (X;Slp,Kx)-

i
It is clear that an element in Extlc~q(X; Slp;K'x) which gives zero in

Extl~q(X; Slp, Kx), gives zero in Ext^iX^; Slp, Kx) then is zero in

Extkr^CaT; V", Kx) and (0.5) is verified.

By théorème de dualité, (4.1) is then proved.

Theorem (4.2). Let X be an analytic space open in a Stein space M, X =

U /eN Xf, X¡ open in X for every i E N, X¡ cohomologically q-complete for

q > 1 fixed, i = 0, 1, • • •, such that
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(i) X¡ C C Xi+, for every i G N.

(ii) (Xi+ j, X¡) is a q-Runge pair for every i G N.

77ien V F G Coh(M), we have rf(X, F) = 0, r > q.

Proof.  For r > q we have that H'ÇX, F) = 0 for every F G Coh(X) by

means of standard arguments which make use of the canonical flabby resolution of F.

Consider now the case r — q.  Since M is Stein, by Cartan's Theorem A we have

that, for every  F G Coh(M) restricted to Coh(Ar) and for every x G X, the

0Xx-modu\e Vx is generated by the image of T(M, F) in  Vx under the canon-

ical map.  Let x G Xi+ x ; there exists a finite set of elements in T(X¡+ x, F)

whose image in  fx generates Fx; since  F is coherent these elements generate

¥y for every y in an open neighborhood of x and since X¡ is compact, the

image of a finite number of elements in T(Xi+ x, F) generates Vy for every

V in an open neighborhood of X¡, so we get the exact sequence of sheaves

on X¡:

o —* r —♦ op —* r/xi+x -+ 0.

Since X¡ is supposed cohomologically ç-complete for every i G N, from the

exact cohomology sequence we get that the homomorphism: Hq~1(Xi, 0P) —►

Hq~1(Xi, F) is surjective for every i G N.  Then the restriction homomorphism

a: Hq-1(Xi+x, V)-^Hq-1(Xi, F) has dense image for every i G N, and

a: Hq-x(Xi+x, f)—*-Hq~l(Xt, F) has dense image for every i G N. We are

doing now with Fre'chet spaces, then by [1, loc. cit] we have also that the homo-

morphism Hq~1(X, F) —* Hq~x(X¡, F) has dense image for every i G N.  By

(4.1) (*), it is sufficient to apply criterion (0.5) for every  F G Coh(M); and if

we proceed as in (4.1) with  F instead of £2P we get the theorem.

(4.3)  In [9] an example shows that if we do not suppose  F G Coh(M)

there exists a coherent sheaf G on X with T/^X,., G)=P but H"(X, G) # 0

and (X,Xi+x) a <7-Runge pair.
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